The main purpose of this article is to examine the consequences of using cultural resources (in its manifold appearances) to describe the knowledge dynamics of economic systems. The focus is on the ability of economic growth to guarantee sustainable use of arts or cultural resources as knowledge resources. A dynamic optimization technique is used as the standard theory of optimal control. Everybody knows that economists have used, and often still use, the terms economic growth and economic development often in the same way. The analysis of the models proposed here is based, firstly, on the following distinction as a basic convention between two concepts: economic growth and economic development. This convention gives us a better view of the different weight that the knowledge of arts takes on with respect to the economic dynamic and how this in turn influences the architecture of models. Both hypotheses and the results depend on the specific perspective from which authors have analyzed the problem. In a first case the focus is on a concept of economic progress in which collective well-being is directly linked to increases in income, that is to the quantity of goods (for consumption and investment) available to agents (consumers and enterprises) following growth in productivity: a case of sustainable economic growth, it means the possibility that wealth (and hence consumption) is able to increase steadily over time. Sustainable development, on the other hand, means the whole range of structural, economic, socio-cultural and institutional changes accompanying growth. A case of economic progress it could be seen as a synonymous for a better quality of life, that is not only as growth in GNP: it does involve growth in income, but what is more important are often noneconomic variables like the cultural resources governance which generate services and functions contributing directly and indirectly to individual and collective well-being, as well as supplying the factors necessary to support productivity as creativity, innovative form of organizations, sense making, new tastes and preferences. In this way sustainability becomes synonymous of an economic process which does not change the basic functions of ecosystems. Sustainable development also as sustainability of cultural resources means an increase over time of a better quality of life as better knowledge of ourselves. The cultural and art resources as a rich component of environment, in all aspects, must (and can) "support" this notion of the economic system, enabling it to live and grow. The conventional distinction between growth and development leads to different approaches of which we analyses some details. To conclude, the debate on sustainability allows one to compare different ethical principles. Eco-economists and art-economist claim that the emphasis must be placed on the system's needs, rather than individual ones. This implies an ethical judgment on the role and rights of individuals living today as regards survival of the system and future generations' welfare. Moreover, given that individual behavior is driven by egoistic motivations, supporters of sustainability examine how such behavior can be modified and how such modifications can be achieved. Generally speaking quality and wealth should not trade off but an "open approach" is required also adopting self-sustainability category overall for cultural resources as a part of complexity of environment system resources. 1 We have really indebted with Michele Moretto, University of Padua, Michele Trimarchi , University of Rome and Enzo Rullani (University Cà Foscari of Venice) for useful critics and intelligence to spent for this work. Some of ideas of this work has been suggested in a recent book by Pilotti (2003, CEDAM) and before presented in an International Conference FOCUS (Vien, 2002). We are grateful moreover to very precise reviewing notes of two blind referees has improved structure and conclusion of this paper.
INTRODUCTION
In sixties some economists started to study economics of art and culture as a specific sector of wealth of nations (Baumol, Bowen, 1965; Peacock, 1992; Puu, 1992) . In the next two decades studies focusing some economic aspects of production, consumption and distribution of art and cultural resources and than for example about specific form of organization of these specific resources (Pommerehne, Frey, 1987; Hansman, 1981; Grampp, 1989; Arfwedsson, 1990) . Other works in the seventies and eighties, focusing the complex problem of financing cultural resources (H and W Baumol, 1985; Hutter, 1992; Throsby, 1980; McCain, 1982; Peacock, 1969) . Recent theorists of cultural resources or economics of art, in brief, design economics model where cultural resources are considered as public goods susceptible to public finance support and modeling a specialty good considered as homogenous or a common good. In the last nineties the complexities of these specific goods as characterized as internal differentiation or external one in the functioning of filiere for multiple objects and subjects about its diffusion and appropriability by high volume of users. Emergent area of managerial studies is signaling relevance of control and governance of institutions of arts (Museum, Art Gallery, Cultural Foundations, Art/management education, Non profit organization, etc.) for wealth of nations. It is well known that the desire to interpret economic phenomena has led to methodologies that inevitably involve a certain degree of simplification of reality among synthesis and well description. However this trade-off clearly becomes greater if economic models involve some non-economic variables that make the basic hypotheses less realistic. For instance, the presence of public goods (Feldman 1980 , Corners e Sandler 1986 , that is goods without assigned ownership laws like the cultural resources, is responsible for the well known case of market failure (Coase 1960; Williamson,1975 Williamson, ,1985 according to whom superexploitation of the arts heritage causes social costs (for present and future generations) that are greater than private costs. But are over-simplifications (often as radical reductionism) adopted by models that try to internalize the social costs linked to the use of public goods still acceptable? To what extent do the methodology and the choice of variables in the models influence their interpretation and the resulting legislation and economic policy outcome? And again, doesn't the need to exogenized economic variables in order to make the models coherent, in turn linked to ethical values influencing the use of a particular variable, hide methodological weaknesses such as the failure to consider the many interdependencies between preferences and allocating choices available to agents? (Sen 1980 , Salanti 1986 . We would like to reconsidered the dynamics of cultural resources as a specific components of environments resources,.., a new story for economics of arts ?
Anyway we can well define "traditional" approaches by "alternative" approaches 2 .
2 First models are normally more robust in basic hypothesis but often poorer about realism, for example where common goods are analyzed as public goods. Meanwhile second types of models are normally more realistic but not elegant on formal modeling, for example which one able to focusing the knowledge-identity nature of cultural goods, the richest of non market incentives and institutions building both efficiency and surviving. Another useful distinction underline cultural goods "reproducing and preserving" (archeology, monuments, museum goods, etc.) by cultural goods "high costs reproducing" and/or "not preserving" as original live music, ballets, Operas, Theatre, etc. Goods with differentiated forms of diffusion, management accessing and distribution but with convergent forms of knowledge transferability (Barba Navaretti, Dasgupta, et al. 1998) or value creation about technology, education or institutional impact. Primary character of these goods is the complexity about both symbolic and cognitive embeddedness for multiple users and the question is how and since when we can sustained consumer of these peculiar goods without reduced the growth of wealth ? Which priority among other goods about both individual and collective expectations or present and future generations ? How decide to present value and potential value for future generation ?
The purpose of this article is to examine the consequences of using the cultural variable when elaborating models to describe the dynamics of economic variables. The focus is on the ability of economic growth to guarantee sustainable use of cultural resources. A dynamic optimization technique is used as the standard theory of optimal control (Kamien and Schwartz 1981) .
Everybody knows that economists have used, and often still use, the terms economic growth and economic development in the same way, practically as similes (Harrod 1939 , Domar 1946 , Duesenberry 1958 , Kalecki 1954 . The analysis of the models proposed here is based, firstly, on the following distinction as a basic convention between two concepts: economic growth and economic development. This convention gives us a better view of the different weight that the environment takes on with respect to the economic dynamic and how this in turn influences the construction of models. Both the hypotheses and the results depend on the specific perspective from which authors have analyzed the problem. In the first case the focus is on a concept of economic progress in which collective well-being is directly linked to increases in income, that is to the quantity of goods (for consumption and investment) available to agents (consumers and enterprises) following growth in productivity: a case of sustainable economic growth, it means the possibility that wealth (and hence consumption) is able to increase steadily over time. Sustainable development, on the other hand, means the whole range of structural, economic, social and institutional changes accompanying growth. A case of economic progress it could be seen as a synonymous for a better quality of life, that is not only as growth in GNP: it does involve growth in income, but what is more important are often non-economic variables like the environment governance which generate services and functions contributing directly and indirectly to individual and collective well-being, as well as supplying the factors necessary to support productivity. This is probably the case also for cultural resources or anyway is our main hypothesis. In this way sustainability (cultural as part of specific environment of nations) becomes synonymous of an economic process which does not change the basic functions of ecosystems. Sustainable development means an increase over time of a better quality of life. The environment as so in culture resources of nations, in all aspects, must (and can) "support" this notion of the economic system, enabling it to live and grow. The conventional distinction between growth and development leads to different approaches, differentiated by two fundamental objectives:
-the determination of conditions of efficiency regulating the working of economies exploiting natural resources (non reproducible consumption -). This part of the literature is known as the conventional approach. Some notable examples are the works of Dasgupta and Heal (1974) , Stiglitz (1974) , Krautkraemer (1985) , Solow (1974), John and Pecchenino (1994) , Pezzey (1995) , , Michel and Rotillon (1992) , Asako (1980) , Becker (1982) , Peer (1996) . Also in a great part of specific type of art masterpieces, like specific monuments or paintings, sculptures, classic music operas, literature are, but with a quasi non reproducible consumption: looking up the Leonardo's Gioconda doesn't reduce utilities for other for a long time, if it is appropriately conserved, as for an archeology area or for Pisa Tower.
-identification of the circumstances in which economic development does not undermine the life functions furnished by the environment through a whole range of ecological, recreational and economic services (reproducible consumption). This also has the objective of maintaining the quality of life, or at least not diminishing it. This is known as the alternative approach to the problem of sustainability and self sustainability is represented by authors such as Barbier (1989 Barbier ( ,1996 , Pearce (1987 Pearce ( , 1988 and Perrings (1993 Perrings ( , 1996 , Zeleny (1997) , Zeleny, Thompson. (2000) , Seeley, Duguid (1998) . In general with arts mastermind operas we assist to a reproducible consumption if (quasi) perfectly conserved. But which is the contribution to population creativity of the opera itself ?
In the literature of natural resources both approaches adopt -in a more general sense -the theory of optimal control, but what differentiates them are some considerations of environmental constraints. In the first case these constraints are unknown or only partially related to environmental variables (pollution, environmental amenities, extraction of non-renewable resources). Such constraints are subordinated, however, to the growth of income. The modeling is refined and internally well-structured, though the formulation is radically reductive to a lower realism of hypothesis. These approaches are not so useful for our aims on cultural resources. In the second approach, more useful for us, the emphasis is placed on the environmental constraint to a lower specification of the productive structure or achievement of general solutions. While the hypotheses are more realistic in this approach, the modeling is less rigorous 3 .
Historically sustainable growth has been used with environment resources and we would to transfer in another complex area of studies as cultural resources for three main reasons (see Perrings,1996; Zeleny, 2000) :
1 -its can be considered as public goods generating high large externalities in uses (creativity, learning, collective brain efficiency, value of knowledge, (enlarged) consciousness of identity, etc.); 2 -in another sense is a "scarce" resource (not about physical characters but regarding its diffuse quality as a multiperiod input for creativity of nations), because without both incentives or appropriate policies could be disappear and consequently create allocating inefficiency among generations, decreasing productivity of knowledge base effects.
3 -is a resource with character of renewable input as autonomous capacity to rebuilding; 4 -is a resource with direct effects on life quality about embedded ness new bases for advanced fruition tastes and preferences as relational resources and so for consciousness of civilizations towards enlarging creativity of nations.
In this sense cultural resources is a complex one adding to new dimensions of life quality as in time or in running the future both as a stock of collective brain resources or the fuel for emerging knowledge society as creativity of network communities: a learning bridge by past to the future of civil awareness. A growth of cultural resources enlarges life quality and keep richness of nations enlarging new knowledge value bases of reproduction for both material and immaterial resources. Symbolic and cognitive sense of cultural resources reinforce identity of nations, extends collective consciousness about limits and boundaries of human being, re-transfer needs to better relationship among agents and nations all over the world for new civil and cooperating actions. Primarily, it represents an extraordinary flexible mechanism to connect local values of resources to global ones.; and, secondarily, is a signal towards enlarging "social-diversities" as a primary instrument of civilization by means "tolerance competition" of multiple historic traditions and habits for upgrading ones with direct effects on expectation life cycle, education and health, diffusion of scientific thinking or democratic consciousness (external benefits), with low possibility to measure but increasing in time for hard influence on individual and collective freedom of agents: this is our definition of sustainability reconsidered in models under debated.
Cultural resources embedded knowledge, transfer information and rebuilding sense making in space and time and consequently create a great problem to the economics about: (1) reconsideration of market rules about roles of externalities and addiction problems; (2) reproduction process of intangible resources and what about product itself ; (3) symbolic nature of great part of it for different cognitive /communicative contexts or, (4) for alternative diffusion mechanisms adopting different channels and technologies.
PREFERENCES AND TECHNOLOGY IN DIFFERENT MODELS
In our model we will consider the contribution to cultural resources as specific knowledge resources to the expansion of economic system and to keep it in a sustainable social trend of growth in a precise consideration of non-economic variable but with economic effect (externality, identity, creativity, learning, etc.). Some effects produced through both enlarging life quality and extending civilizations and freedom for all human being. This is a simple definition of sustainability as a complex growth : a matching between economic and non-economic variables. Our primary attention will be to the second one without exclude or undermine roles to the first cluster of variables, largely debated in literature.
The models existing in the literature are based on two basic features: preferences and technology. We can differentiate industry approach (micro) and macroeconomic approach. The first one analyzes structure and dynamics of culture filiere, in particular the relationship for value. The second one defines the complex system of economic relationship which culture and arts are some relevant aspects and we assume prevalently the first perspective.
The variable to maximize is the utility of a representative agent or individual well-being, which could depend on one or more variables. The fundamental problem could be represented in the following simple form:
-there is an endless temporal horizon and each period is represented by t.
-c is the flow of consumption (control variable). We can consider many cultural goods or arts consuming of the industry filiere, or considered commodity for generic cultural goods.
-A is the stock of cultural & arts goods (state variable as a form of capital stock specified below); A states for amenities; it includes tangible and intangible cultural goods as productive factors and leading to direct utility, creating for example new tastes and new bases of aesthetic sense and new creativity. 4 Our cultural heritage is one of the richest in the history and a diffuse base for creativity (for industry -see "made in Italy") and promotion of Italian style in the world (see fashion industry and design in numerous industry). Two forms of cultural capital often sharing but differentiated by model of reproduction and transfer in time and space. In A we can see embedded part of capital reproduced by technology, for example some copies or transfer of TV broadcasting or by Internet. Sometimes instead of A variable there is P stock of both as art resources destroyed or as aesthetic damage. As a consequence A creates utility while P gives disutility; both are cultural resources expressions causing opposite effects. In a macroeconomic perspective A is defined by cultural resources as generic knowledge for example historic heritage in a precise time period and in a specific nation. Meanwhile with an industry approach we can considered A intangible/tangible goods as expression of past knowledge.
-δ > 0 is the intertemporal preference rate used to discount the utility of each period. It reflects the preference for immediate consumption as compared to future consumption. It is therefore a discriminating factor as regards future generations. Of course the assumption is that the U function is always twice differentiable, monotonically increasing and strictly concave, that is the utility function must be well behaved. This means it must satisfy the following conditions:
while the cross derivatives could have any sign. The production is represented by a transformation function and by an ecological relationship denoting the effects of economic activity on cultural resources.
From the transformation function follows the productive function that could be represented in a general way by the equation
where:
-Y general production with macroeconomic approach or arts/cultural production expression of industry (filiere) knowledge -K is the stock of physical man-made capital (state variable), or in other words in industry expression of competences to support cultural resources;
-L is the stock of labor; it is introduced when we wish to specify the production function in more precise manner or when the population growth rate (n) is included. In industry or filiere is expression of resources to produce tangible goods (sculptures, books, painting, etc.) , but at the other hand can describe the output itself as musician or painter work or work of actors in theatre or cinema.
-r is the rate of exploitation of exhaustible cultural (artistic) resources used as productive factors, drawn out from an initial stock of resources with finite dimension A 0 . With exhaustible resources we assume the sequent form:
A 0 is an absolute tie as a rate of use of cultural resources or knowledge used in macroeconomic activity. In industry perspective define the rate of use or detraction ( perishable) of cultural resources by means of their uses (consumer effect).
-T is the existing level of technological knowledge. With τ = dT/dt we denote the technological progress rate which could be considered exogenous or endogenous, constant or increasing 5 . In industry perspective signal all resource activity useful for both creation and diffusion process, but also every support to diffuse knowledge and facilitate reproduction or "substitution" creating existent capital. In T we can found resources useful to communicate or to restore and maintenance existing capital.
-p is a rate of a sort of involuntary/indirect consumption of the cultural/artistic resources caused by production about natural life cycle or misusing, or also by destroying events. In industry/filiere perspective we assist for example to wrong maintenance and inefficiency of management often with low education and communication effects about diffusion process.
There could be many hypotheses on the structure of the F function; they go from the assumption of first degree homogeneity as regards all the independent variables, to that of outputs of increasing or constant return to scale and could have substitution elasticity equal to, or more or less than 1. In industry/filiere perspective Y defines output produced by knowledge A as resources/activities to produce a specific artistic/cultural output . In a macroeconomic perspective Y is a generic production function of generic knowledge resources (artistic/cultural).
The production function is accompanied by the dynamic relationship expressing the variation of capital stock, under the assumption that doesn't depreciate: (3) 5 In most traditional models iτ is considered exogenous. In the case in which it is an endogenous variable it is made to depend on human capital which figures as an additional variable of the production function. In this way technological progress depends on a variable subject to agents' decisions.
where d is the flow of expense destined to cultural conservation. In the production function (2), the environmental resource plays a role in the productive process on consumption through final output. The cultural-artistic relationship could be described in a general form as follows:
where the first term of the equation points out the rate of variation of the stock of cultural goods dA/dt.
-N is the reproduction function of the art environment including exhaustible and renewable resources of arts like both tangibles and intangibles resources of art for example knowledge embedded in original arts objects or painting or anymore ancient books needed to preserving for identity of a nation.. It will define a specific resource if it is within producible in the culture industry-filiere Y, or alternatively if could enter as general culture to macroeconomic level.
-r is the consumption rate of A.
-p is the consumption rate of A due to bad preserving policy or due to any policy at all.
The majority of existing models in the literature are variations of this fundamental structure. Some of them deal exclusively with optimal use of cultural resources as natural resources without taking account of environmental effects as influencing long richness of a nation, for example about creativity. Others consider these effects by partly introducing the cultural variable in the utility function or by imposing stock consuming/damaging as a constraint on the system 6 . This scheme of reference also applies to the models analyzed in the alternative approach. The main difference regards the introduction of the cultural variable in the utility function and a specification of (4) which expresses the dynamics of cultural damage (D), expressed in turn as a function of damage flows (p) net of artificial assimilation capacity (X) and of renewable resources flow withdrawn from the cultural resources (r) in excess of its artificial capacity for reproduction (N) plus the amount of non-renewable cultural resources consumed (E):
[ ]
This constraint summarizes all the cultural aspects supporting the underlying concept of sustainable development. Here lies the basic distinction between the two approaches. In some models which place more emphasis on the bond with the ecosystem, a further constraint is added to express the ecosystem's stability.
P
6 Damaging cultural capital analysis -as pollution in case of environment -specifies constraint (4) expressing variations in the stock as a function of the flow net of the natural assimilation capacity, that is γ as in the following linear relationship:
The conventional approach is found more frequently in the literature, as it covers a longer time period. The approach's success is due to the fact that economic policy tends to focus on growth in income and productivity as economic indicators of greater well-being; only in recent years has awareness of the seriousness of environmental problems induced some economists to focus on indicators of the quality of life emphasizing the role of the environment. The difficulty of identifying appropriate "physical" cultural indicators, to be placed alongside monetary ones such as GNP, has however hindered attempts to integrate ecological/cultural factors with purely economic ones.
All the literature classified under the conventional approach stresses stability of wellbeing which depends on economic variables like consumption and capital (both reproducible and cultural/artistic one/ non reproducible) used in the productive process. It is irrelevant whether efficiency means using a utilitarian criterion or a criterion based on the Rawlsian principle (1971) of justice between generations. Although the need for intergenerational equity (on-going wellbeing) contrasts with the utilitarian principle based on the comparison between present costs and benefits, it remains anchored to an "anthropocentric" vision of the economic system. These works do nothing more than incorporate the constraint on economic activity imposed by renewable and exhaustible cultural resources, with the objective of optimal exploitation of the resources themselves. Even the addition of artistic damaging resources (as pollution in the environment) indicators does not go beyond this rationale. Damage to the cultural resources caused by productive activity is considered an inevitable externality: artistic-cultural resources damages also becomes a basic productive factor. In short, the conventional analysis identifies inefficient use of cultural resources as the main source of cultural problems. Inefficiency is caused by market failure due to the existence of externalities, so that the analysis focuses on setting a price for them and hence internalizing them. There is no overall view of the role of the cultural resources and its underlying ecological functions to support value of a nation ( with regard for example to : creativity, community sense making, identity).
The alternative approach to the problem of sustainable economic development shifts this perspective, as it aims to take the issue of sustainability beyond the objective of allocative efficiency. This does not mean denying the utility of approaches that interpret the rational behavior of economic agents aiming at efficiency. Putting various aspects of the cultural/artistic resources in the forefront places a rigid preliminary constraint on the growth of wealth. Alongside present wellbeing and justice for future generations, an ethic is added to the analysis which takes account of the global (non instrumental) value of the cultural resources as basic part of environment and the rights of intangible resources, or non-human component of the cultural ecosystem. In short, the alternative approach tries to integrate economic efficiency, intergenerational equity and caution in the use of cultural resources. This does not mean that economic efficiency and income growth are not important for sustainable development, since better use of the cultural resources used to satisfy human needs could contribute to reducing the demand for "cultural services." As we shall see, however, such efficiency is not sufficient to achieve sustainable development even. Rather, from this point of view, the two concepts appear to be mutually incompatible but other consequence derivate if assume self-sustainability cathegory of analysis (Zeleny, 1997; Zeleny,Thompson, 2000; Belussi, Pilotti, 2000; Golinelli, 2001 ).
THE CONVENTIONAL APPROACH TO CULTURAL RESOURCES

-Some general aspects
Conventional literature has been prevalently focusing on production function of cultural resources with low attention to distribution problem and consumer behavior, reducing to cultural industry problem as finance problems connected to so called in the case of performing arts "unbalanced growth law" or " Baumol's disease" (1966) largely disregarding both as management factors or cognitive/identity factors of cultural filiere, as diffusion cultural resources problems.
In literature we find now three main issues:
1 -markets failure of arts/cultural industry; 2 -externality effects of cultural resources on economic activity; 3 -impact valuation of cultural resources on dynamic growth of economic activities
With the term conventional approach we mean all the research that flourished in the 70s and 80s, and which continued in the following years using the same logic, with the objective of studying optimal exploitation of cultural resources, according to the neoclassic theory of growth and the underlying concept of relative scarcity.
In this period the works were addressed especially toward five objectives(see Frey, Pommerehne, 1987; Zeleny, 2000) :
to determine the optimal path of consumption with non-renewable and renewable cultural resources used as productive factors.
to determine a possible path of consumption (or utility) which, given the available stock of cultural resources, would remain stable over time.
to build models focusing on activities that cause cultural damages or decreasing preserving resources of arts.
·to analyze the uncertainty deriving from irreversible catastrophes on cultural resources.
·to provide policy makers with best practices and useful tools.
According to the conventional approach, the economic system is assumed to be growing. The condicio sine qua non for maintaining consumption levels (and therefore growth) is that the total stock of capital does not decline. That is, the stock of resources, including all forms of cultural capital, both existent or "natural" (non reproducible) and artificially man-made (reproducible), must be kept at least constant over time. This wide vision of sustainability assumes that, while cultural capital is reduced as a result of exploitation (non reproducible), compensation takes place through the creation of other forms of reproducible cultural/artistic capital (infrastructures, plants, education, learning, etc) . One interpretation of this mechanism is the Hartwick-Solow rule (1977 -1974 . They state that the saving rate must be higher than the depreciation suffered by both culturalnon reproducible capital (cathedral of 2 nd century a.c. or Leonardo's Gioconda masterpiece) and man-made arts reproducible capital, thus presuming that the different forms of capital have a high degree of substitutability, so that reproducible and non reproducible cultural capital represent a kind of homogeneous wealth. A line of modeling non really realistic about cultural resources because substitution process is not mechanically assumed between reproducible (copies) and not reproducible (original copy) resources. The direction the substitution process takes depends on the value a society attributes to both forms of capital and in particular which role is attributed to technology about support reproduction and diffusion of copies.. Certainly as arguing to Frey and Pommerehne (1987) the substitution between copies and originals is quasi-perfect about education and aesthetic point of view is not so clear if we consider the elasticity between them. All the economic values are assumed to be known and are reflected in the prices of resources, markets are not distorted, conservation of cultural resources is efficient and the returns from them are reinvested in other economic activities as creativity or learning capacity of a nation without losses. For example is not clear if copies has the same effect of original masterpiece about perception, diffusion and creation of new knowledge and which type or level of quality ?
We have to reasonably assume a clear distinction between the artistic/cultural capital reproducible (or with few limits of it) and a cultural capital non-reproducible (or "natural" with high limits to reproducibility). Anyway the risk of scarcity of cultural resources limiting economic growth is considered negligible, as there is trust in the ability of technological innovation to adopt alternative stocks once a particular resource becomes relatively scarce 7 . The problem is therefore to find the necessary conditions to guarantee growth in a more efficient (economic) way using the scarce cultural resources available. In other words, achieving optimal exploitation of such resources. The results are based on Hotelling's economic theory of scarce non-renewable resources. This view, combined with Ramsey's theory of growth (1928) , refuses the possibility of having an absolute scarcity of resources constraint and takes for granted that any phenomena of relative scarcity of economically valuable resources is reflected automatically in market prices. According to the optimistic neoclassical view, an increase in the price of a scarce resource prevents it from being entirely consumed, so that the economic system is able to stem excessive exploitation of resources (though in reality it avoids the issue), thus alleviating (removing it) the scarcity problem. This is probably useful in case of cultural/artistic capital characterizes by reproducibility, but absolutely not useful applying it to non reproduction capital or non substitutable one as in case of originals masterpiece.
We find the same problem about the issue of the negative impact of arts creation obsolescence on the agent's well-being is also dealt with, particularly when using damages affects the arts/cultural variable. This is treated as a separate issue, with respect to the study of the (relative) scarcity of renewable and non-renewable cultural resources since the social costs implied by exploitation are not reflected automatically in market prices. In other words, exploitation of the stock of resources is considered the real problem of scarcity and the cultural side effects due to production are phenomena that are considered separately from resource exploitation. Cultural problems, like creation obsolescence and the general decline of artistic work quality by exposition for example, are seen as particular cases of negative externalities or market failure. In this sense emerge our main hypothesis about the interests of agents: the interest of agents in the cultural industry would be maximization of the diffusion of artistic/cultural knowledge necessary to support expenses to conservation and/or education to it. Diffusion failure as institutional failure and presence of information asymmetries in distribution activities (information impossibility) show to us the main paradox of cultural industry: high unsatisfied cultural demand and high emergent cultural demand with an offering system (Museums, Galleries, Arts Institutions and Foundations) oriented to "product" and not to cognitive relationship with user for building both trust and fidelity process of education among generation and for new languages to sharing arts, performing and not performing one through new languages and different time consuming of arts goods and services, overall paying attention to non advanced consumers with appropriate modularity of the offering system and hyper-segmentation of users for a non distorted satisfying needs of arts and culture 9 . On the other hand we pay attention to inefficiency of some agents as probably, in Italian experience, critics and editors or management foundations and institutions, often characterized by high level of concentration both economically and culturally 10 .
In conventional approaches the problem of sustainability is not the main issue, rather only an exogenous constraint. In more recent works the problem of sustainability is clearly stated, but is always connected to production growth. So cultural resources do not represent a real constraint but a necessary factor which may potentially inhibit growth. Moreover it is not even an absolute constraint related to the potential depletion of cultural/artistic resources, but it is only a relative constraint suggested by the economic value (in the Ricardian sense) taken on by the resource itself.
In short, conventional models refer to general concepts like capital stock maintenance, or non depletion of cultural utility. It is therefore claimed that sustainable development is reduced to maintaining or increasing potential economic wellbeing over time. This non-negative variation of wellbeing becomes an objective of inter-generational equity. Clearly such equity is based on a particular ethic point of view: the priority of economic and productive activity, what determines social wellbeing is the consumption of goods deriving from the productive process. From this point of view the interest of these models toward cultural resources seem to be limited to those cultural resources non reproducible ("the Great Arts" and/or the Performing Arts) that are of immediate economic value, or which contribute to the production of goods (or signal of immediate utility for consumer/user) through well defined markets users or are directly or indirectly incorporated in "universal value". But what about inter-generational diffusion failure and what about "small arts" and non performing arts, which connection with creativity and learning capacity and competences communities of a nation ?
Optimal exploitation of non-renewable cultural/arts resources and utilitarianism
In an utilitarian framework, the models proposed by Heal (1974), Stiglitz (1974) , Krautkraemer (1985) and Barbier (1996) , aim at determining the optimal level of exploitation of non-renewable resources. It's the same for exhaustible cultural resources (non reproducible ones: as ancient monuments, archeology places, painting and sculpture masterpiece)?
All the analyses focus on the search for efficiency. Only ex post do they check whether this optimality is compatible with the selected indicator of sustainability, such as stability of consumption trends. Sustainability is a secondary concept with respect to the objective of efficiency; the environmental variable is merely seen as a potential constraint on growth and does not have a central role in the analysis even when it directly affects agents' utility. From this point of view the environment is not considered an issue in its own right. The objective of ongoing wellbeing necessarily involves inter-generational relationships. For the utilitarian, efficient allocation of resources over different time periods is the ethical criterion for regulating inter-generational relations. This concept is summarized by the employment of a utility function given by the sum of the utilities of all generations. This is equivalent to imposing only one preference system which would be valid forever; as though there were only one generation (or a single agent living eternally ): and so the question of intertemporality is put aside. But to assume that the life of agents coincides with that of the economy practically means restricting the formal analysis to intergenerational problems. For the case of cultural goods -or arts resources -these hypothesis are really unreasonable or only theoretically exploring for exhaustible (non renewable resources) but intertemporality in this sense will be removed.
Some remarks should be made about the use of intertemporal discounts when determining utility value. The discount rate has the effect of attributing a higher value to the present than the future but the preference structure remains the same over time. According to the utilitarian, the solution to the problem of inter-generational relationships consists of imposing a specific set of values for the future, without posing the question of the existence of an allocative trade-off between different individuals some of whom are yet to be born. The culture resources and their specific context represents a great "container" that supplies the productive apparatus with the flow of resources required to produce consumption and investment goods; that is cultural resource is a means for achieving increasing wealth over time. Non-renewable cultural resources are a potential constraint on economic growth when, following the criterion of efficient resource allocation, it is convenient to exploit them continually. But the answer given by utilitarians to the problem of relative scarcity of cultural resources is fundamentally optimistic as technological progress makes up for the constraint imposed on growth by the non-renewability of the resources themselves.. Nor does the mere insertion of the environment into the utility function (Krautkraemer 1985) substantially modify the conclusion that it is optimal to exploit non-renewable resources even when they damage the culture environment from which agents directly draw their utility (for example individual or collective creativity or learning competencies). The possibility of achieving sustainable consumption compatible with even partial cultural/artistic conservation is needy on the productivity of reproducible cultural capital which must be sufficiently high to make it preferable for example to choose an environmentally-friendly cultural-intensive (see, knowledge intensive) form of production.
Time and equity between generations towards a non utilitarian ethics community
The Rawlsian criterion of intergenerational equity is a perspective that moves away from the utilitarian criterion, as it applies the maxmin principle whereby consumption remains constant over time: it's true also in case of cultural capital consumption?
The work of Solow (1974) on the intergenerational implications of optimal exploitation of non-renewable resources leads to an initial sustainability constraint based on a different ethical principle with respect to the utilitarian one: future generations should receive a lower stock of non renewable (cultural?) resources to compensate for the higher stock of reproducible (culture ?) capital they will enjoy. This obviously involves an intertemporal redistribution of resources that takes account of the greater weight of future generations. Figure 1 shows the levels of consumption corresponding to the steady state level of capital. The dynamic relationship (3) is represented as follow:
where : c = c/L and:
So the steady state consumption is: c = f (k) -nk.
Fig. 1 Utilitarism, maxmin and culture resources
The comparison between the intertemporal dynamics of the variables resulting from the two criteria leads one to conclude that the Rawlsian criterion initially allows higher consumption with a faster exploitation of non renewable (cultural) resources than the utilitarian hypothesis, while reproducible capital must have a higher stock right from the start. The utilitarian criterion, on the other hand, induces slower consumption of (cultural) non renewable resources and faster use of reproducible capital, so that consumption increases starting from a lower initial level. The objective of the utilitarian criterion is to achieve the Golden-Rule, that is the stock of capital corresponding to maximum consumption. According to maxmin, consumption is in any case lower than the corresponding Golden Rule value from the beginning. The existence of the artistic/cultural amenity effect leads to unsatisfactory conclusions from the point of view of intergenerational equity, as the application of policies aimed at cultural conservation doubly penalizes the early generations who decide not to use a part of the non renewable (cultural) resources without the benefits of technological progress which will only be enjoyed by future generations.
In Pezzey's model (1995) equity is expressed assuring that future generations benefit from a level of utility which is at least as greater as that enjoyed by previous generations. The nondecreasing utility constraint implies that sustainability should be seen as a kind of collective and/or cognitive good, as a premise for expanding the community's basic knowledge. This is more easily attainable if individual actions reflect the actions of a society which is conscious of the negative effect of resource exploitation on wellbeing. In short, this calls for economic policies aimed at attaining sustainability. The emphasis on the social character of agents' behavior also emerges when the author hypothesizes an altruistic structure of preferences. On this point, Pezzey's analysis holds that sustainable growth is a matter of an ethical character involving society as a whole and is not obtainable through individual action. It could be said that shared preferences increase the level of freedom and/or happiness. Community or shared preferences do not exclude individual ones, above all in a context of intertemporality and non-scarcity.
The use of an overlapping generations structure (Howarth 1991) elucidates the intertemporal distribution mechanism of resources. A policy of temporal redistribution of resources over time becomes necessary to guarantee both the Pareto efficiency principle (the individual efficiency principle) and equity between generations (social efficiency). Without perfect information about the future, further transfers of resources from one generation to another are required. This also leads to more cautious use of resources by present generations. Even in an overlapping generation structure, the amenity effect on the utility function (John and Pecchenino 1994) does not give univocal results. Environmental cultural quality may improve with economic growth but may also deteriorate following such improvements. Anyway an inefficient intertemporal allocation of resources can be seen, also as far as the cultural environment is concerned, when technology allows increases in productivity keeping the growth rate unchanged. Of course consolidation of a technological path (for example one which "reproduces" the cultural context) is not neutral as regards present and/ or future consumption choices.
The issue of sustainability, as we have seen, involves observing the future evolution of economic variables. This also means establishing a scale of values within which the future is given remarkable weight. Defining the relationships between generations poses the problem whether it is correct to attribute equal rights to generations belonging to different historical moments. The issue of intergenerational equity is based on ethical choices that generally do not coincide with selfinterested agents' behavior: however, with intergenerational equity, the individual acts according to social principles. The benchmark of efficiency is however the only way to interpret individual action, but its meaning changes according to whether we see it from the self-interested individual or community perspective. If there were a market whose members belonged to different generations who could exchange cultural resources between one another, there would be efficient intergenerational allocation.
However intertemporal efficiency does not guarantee sustainability in terms of equity in the distribution of these resources between generations (Howarth 1991), unless we hypothesize a community of individuals which is not (in a dominant way) self-interested and is therefore willing to change their preferences.
The supporters of intergenerational equity even criticizes the concept of temporal preference used to discount agents' future utility. In fact, if preferences are made to depend on time, this means discriminating between generations as it implies a priori that different generations do not have the same rights. The discount rate measures the preference for the present as opposed to the future. Discount is justifiable for the following reasons: 1) social preference: people prefer the present to the future because of impatience, the risk of death, uncertainty about the future and the decreasing marginal utility of consumption; in general the cost of present risk is lower than that of future risk.
2) social opportunity: capital has a social cost; you have to discount the future at the rate of return obtainable from the marginal unit of capital invested in an economic activity.
There are close interdependencies between the discount rate on the one hand and economic growth and the environment on the other. The discount rate certainly influences investments: the lower the rate the higher the investments. It also affects the level of exploitation of exhaustible resources used in production: the higher the rate the faster both non-renewable and renewable resources will be consumed due to the greater "weight" attributed to the present. This means that the discount rate acts in two opposite directions. As a result, reducing the rate to avoid excessive exploitation of cultural resources may not be effective when more investments, and hence a greater demand for original (cultural) resources (non renewable) , are induced.
Several arguments have been put forward in the literature opposing the use of the discount rate, based in particular on intergenerational relationships. According to this line of thought, discounting seems to transfer costs onto future generations, preventing them from inheriting the wealth that has been created. In fact the higher the discount rate, the greater the discrimination towards future generations will be, as perception of the cost of future cultural damage (or the future benefits of an environmentally-friendly investment) is very low when discounted 11 ( cfr. environment hypothesis in work of Pierce 1989). Moreover the discount rate producing environmental damages that future generations will inherit is based on the preferences and productivity of present generations. In other words, future generations will be conditioned by choices made in the present.
THE ALTERNATIVE APPROACH: COGNITIVE GOODS OVER SCARCITY?
Some distinction on relative and absolute scarcities
Alternative approach seem better answer to the interdependence and complexity among economic e non economic variables but also composing education criteria with aesthetic aims (ethics, psychology, semiology, etc.) to manage cultural resources in a global perspectives towards new value for nations in an emergent knowledge society. Alternative approach improving our comprehension to matching mechanism of demand creation and culture/artistic needs.
The discussion on the issue of global cultural needs has seen the emergence of what can be considered an alternative to the conventional view of the problem. In the last two decades we have seen an increasing needs to conservation , maintenance and valuation of cultural heritage (painting, theatre, lyric music, monumental archeology, etc.) with huge and growing financial resources (private and public) to support revenue by box-office but always non adequate to the vast needs. Italy is a good case to show an enormous and diffuse cultural capital but absolutely inadequate about financial resource needs.
Two main features can be distinguished in this approach: First, exploitation of resources and waste creation are seen as interconnected problems; Second, because of the fundamental interdependence between the economy and the cultural resources, and the incapacity of the cultural environment to sustain transformation of original resources into renewable resources forever, shows an absolute ecological constraint is placed on economic activity aiming at a stable rate of growth. In the long term, cultural degradation could lead to collapse of the ecosystems disrupting the essential functions on which economic activity and human welfare depend as community learning and creativity, inputs of innovation process. Of course a relative scarcity also exists, in that use of the environment as a provider of raw materials and energy and as a waste assimilator, could deteriorate environmental quality and cause scarcity of ecological functions and services.
The basic point in the alternative approach is the trade-off between cultural environmental quality and sustainability, on the one hand, and resource exploitation and production of harmful e cultural effects on the other. As economic activity physically depends on the maintenance of natural resources and ecological functions, the objective of the our analysis is to make explicit the economic costs arising from inadequate conservation of cultural quality. Unlike the conventional analysis which tends towards exploitation of renewable cultural resources and hence damage consumption (as pollution in environment), the alternative one sees the cultural environment as a supplier of a flow of non renewable culture resources services and emphasizes conservation of those resources and stable ecological relations. Some cultural services benefit individuals directly (with recreational and health benefits for example), while others support production and economic activity in general (creativity, learning, identity conservation of cultural-genetic diversity, scientific and educational benefits). Moreover the alternative approach could be effectively applied when cumulative exploitation and degradation lead to cultural collapse and even death: destroying monumental areas (or stop exploring ahead) and excessive monumental using (see recent rebuilding Pisa Tower) or abandon masterpiece in museum canteen, tends to desertify the culture system or atmosphere as examples of cases where not preserving activities may damage global productivity itself, particularly in the educational field, with some parts of the world being unable to provide sufficient cultural stimuli or a useful artistic threshold for their populations. We see to the risk of absolute scarcity of cultural resources (connected to civilization and than with economy) as so higher than relative scarcity (connected to the specific use of cultural resources, as not useful or not compatible with economic growth). We make loss in both cases as knowledge, identity, values embedded in "physical" support of those intangible resources.
Thus there is a trade-off between long term control of the environment and short term economic growth. In the alternative view the non-economic effects of conservationism, ecology and thermodynamics have contributed to develop a notion of absolute scarcity which is closely related to environmental problems that are substantially different and more serious than those dealt with in conventional literature 12 . As a consequence, economic analysis of environmental problems is 12 As in environment or ecological debate we can distinguish three main topics: Conservation, Ecology and Thermodynamic Conservation For conservationists the complexity and diversity of ecological systems have an intrinsic value. This means that biological complexity is essential for ecological stability, making environmental preservation extremely valuable.
Ecology.
Ecology classifies the natural environment in distinct systems called ecosystems. Holling (1973) suggests the following fundamental features of ecosystems: productivity, that is their ability to reproduce themselves in terms of biomass or number of individuals (biodiversity); stability that is the constancy of productivity with regard to small perturbations in environmental cycles; and resilience, that is the measure of the persistence of the ecosystem and its ability to absorb shocks while maintaining its component parts unaltered. Modifications of the natural environment caused by man could facilitate activities aimed at satisfying material needs, but such alterations could lead to disruption of the main ecological functions, with drastic consequences for human wellbeing.
considered a circular process. Since, in many cases, current patterns of resource exploitation have gone beyond the threshold of ecological stability, the conventional economic approach seems no longer adequate to deal with environmental degradation problems. The alternative approach tries to overcome the limits of standard analysis by underlining the excessive weight given to the economy, in tangible, quantitative terms, with respect to the ecosystem. It provides an answer to the conviction that technological progress leads to a lower level of resource exploitation and hence can resolve global environmental problems. Despite the great technological improvements of recent decades, increased efficiency in the use of productive factors has been translated into increased consumption of resources, as technologies are only abandoned at local level 13 .
If, from the conventional point of view, it is possible to conceive scarce resources as continuous substitution, such as to allow permanent economic growth, it is equally clear that current economic systems often lack regulatory mechanisms assuring perpetual cultural sustainability because policy aims regard to intangible elements. An objective of the alternative approach is to model this new type of absolute scarcity of original (non renewable) resources and determine the culture environment, economic and institutional conditions for sustainable development. Admitting that perfect substitutability between original (non reproducible) and reproducible culture capital does not exist, future generations will reach a level of sustainable development if a critical level of the culture as an ecosystem is maintained (Pearce 1987 and Barbier 1989) . According to this view, entrepreneurial capital is maintained so that the ecosystem's fundamental processes remain unaltered, (Pearce 1987 and Barbier 1989) . Thus, non renewable cultural capital 14 supplies exclusive services that are irreplaceable. This stronger definition of sustainability holds that it is not acceptable to sacrifice cultural goods for the sake of efficiency. There are many reasons for defending original culture capital and justifying a more prudent approach to its management: there is uncertainty on the consequences in the use of non renewable culture capital; any of these consequences are irreversible; some cultural functions are critical and essential for life-support and agents have an intrinsic aversion to the risk of cultural losses.
For ecologists it's important to understand how the equilibrium between nature and human activity (which we could define as stability or ecological sustainability) depends on adaptation of ecological processes to the damages inflicted by the economy. Thermodynamics. The first law of thermodynamic affirms that: the change in a system's internal energy is equal to the net energy flowing across its boundaries. Therefore economic growth, in terms of physical goods, cannot take place without an additional extraction of environmental resources and increased production of waste. The second law of thermodynamics states that: no independent system exists allowing heat to pass from one body to another at a higher temperature. This means that total recycling is physically impossibile. The consequence of using the world's resources for economic purposes is therefore an increase in environmental entropy or degradation The economic process exploits low-enthropy resources in order to conserve its component parts in the most orderly and useful state possible. On the other hand there is a loss of order in the natural environment. But the dispersion of environmental resources caused by economic activity proceeds at a higher rate than the environment's recovery rate, so that greater disorder leads to irreparable damage.
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In reality increased efficiency has the consequence of increasing capital returns, stimulating investment and accelerating growth, consumption and resources demand. The interest in short term profits stimulates increased resource exploitation, damaging the ecosystem. 14 What we mean by original capital is the sum of non renewable resources used as productive factors (which value are embedded in general creativity) and renewable arts goods producing utility directly incorporated in services (promotion, communication, education, etc.) . The former are economic factors that have exchange value as they are potentially scarce because a damage of it remove value forever, but the second form is connected with the value of a copy of original work. Apart from this distinction, original resources can be divided in two categories: renewable or reproducible resources and renewable or exhaustible resources with different level of substitution. We can see the "conservation" role of compact disk for music reproduction of specific events "live" in a specific time: for example a Benedetti Michelangeli concert-piano execution of Beethoven in 1987, transferable in time with low costs and without high reduction of quality useful for next generation of musicians.
The alternative approach takes up the concept of absolute scarcity relating it to a particular notion of original culture (or artistic) resources with regard to its embedded quality: the whole set of the functions performed by the culture system as an ecosystem (subjects, form of using, multiple organization, consumer art propensity, investment culture propensity, and so on). Formally, the absolute scarcity constraint depends on a function of culture degradation comprising all these eco-aesthetic variables. There is sustainable development only if human welfare doesn't damage the culture environment further. According to this analysis, the initial level of cultural quality and the intergenerational discount rate are decisive in choosing between sustainable and non-sustainable development. A damaged culture environment and a high discount rate encourage the satisfaction of immediate necessities to the detriment of long run sustainability. A variation to the rule of constant capital is used in some models of environment literature (Common and Perrings 1992) adding an ecological constraint to the conventional rule of sustainability; this ecological approach to sustainability requires an allocation of resources that does not threaten the ecosystem's overall stability. For the culture case the emphasis is thus placed on the system's, rather than individual needs, and ecological concepts like culture resilience and stability are matched with economic sustainability in the analysis.
The culture -as environment ecology -degradation constraint takes on an ecological value when it involves cultural resilience, that is the ecosystem's ability to withstand external shocks without losing its own stability with respect to the initial conditions (ecological stability). Here emerges the real incompatibility between growth and eco-cultural sustainability because of the interaction between economic and eco-cultural systems. Eco-cultural sustainability requires continual monitoring of these interdependencies, as there is no efficient path to ensure the ecosystem's resilience. In short, the alternative approach aims to overcome the limits of conventional analysis by proposing models of economic and eco-cultural interaction, showing how the economic process depends physically on cultural relations and how cultural costs depend on economic activity.
Scarcity and interaction between economy and culture resources.
This definition of cultural resources covers every culture/artistic ecosystem function producing utility and profit as well as factors supporting life quality of a nation. In any case we wish to underline the culture's multi-functional nature as a fuel of an eco-social-system. Some of these functions require extraction and conversion of original culture resources while other services are provided as long as cognitive acting reserve (a sort of intelligent data warehousing for the community) is left relatively unchanged. There are three main economic functions of cultural and artistic capital: 1) arts and culture provides resources such as materials and energy inputs for productive processes (creativity, learning capacity, ability of intuition, etc.) ; there is a stock of exhaustible and renewable resources that have "embedded" economic value and are rarely exchanged at market prices and rarely reflect their productivity. Its reflects highly imperfect but "existent" markets.
2) arts and culture assimilates waste emitted from the economic process. Over time extraction and transformation of original culture product or genius, production and consumption must create flows of residual product that the culture environment has to absorb through its cultural cycles. Conventional analysis of these problems concentrates attention on their social costs and on optimal level of control without considering degradation of the eco-cultural processes occurring when the system's capacity for (arts-culture)assimilation is under pressure 15 or irreversible damaged;
3) arts and culture provides to individuals and the productive system with a flow of "original goods" (non renewable) or "eco-cultural" services (renewable) . Unlike the other two functions this depends on cultural conservation and maintenance "in situ" of original resources and the creation of stable eco-cultural relationships. This includes a wide range of functions, some of which benefit individual welfare (recreation , health and quality life support) while others support production and economic activity in general (eco-cultural and atmosphere stability, cyclical flows of cognitive resources, maintenance of eco-culture-genetic diversity, scientific and educational benefits) 16 .
All three economic functions underline the "physical" (direct) dependence of the economic process and of individual welfare on eco-cultural processes and the availability of scarce cultural resources because if misused the quality of culture environment could be damaged: both as with an absolute damage if the monument is destroyed or if the Picasso's painting is fired and the future generation won't see its or a relative damage for high costs to maintenance or replaceable with adequate substitutes. We face a paradox: on one hand consuming cultural resources we can reduce transaction costs because are reduced cultural asymmetries among peoples and users with reduction of non-knowledge costs; but, on other hand, mis-consuming (consumer without preservation and education) can irreversible damage monument, painting, non completely substituted by technology (as digital reproduction for example in case of music or films or in case of some special performing arts): Mozart's quartet in si-be-molle for guitar and violin is to infinite reproducible but not The Hole Sindone of Christ. But how is reproducible the Mozart's genius ? This is very demanding if we think to recent explosion of cultural tourism and the phenomena of art city as mass process to visit these cities and damages deriving to the most monuments and architecture as in Venice, Florence or in Vienna if not supported preserving with appropriate eco-cultural system policies (maintenance, education, selection) for enlarging consumerism of art but without destroying it or minimizing the costs of it.
Since interdependencies between economic activity and cultural systems are direct and of a "physical nature", it is not feasible to rely on existing market mechanisms to provide information over time on the marginal costs and evaluation of alternative uses. Economic growth dependent on cultural (original-non reproducible) resources will therefore distort exhaustible resources allocation toward the satisfaction of the physical needs of the economic process in the first two issues cited before. This will occur to the detriment of essential cultural services unless economic policy does not correct this allocation process with appropriate specific policies. Moreover if cultural degradation continues uncontrolled, this could lead to permanent collapse of stability and resilience and a long-run absolute scarcity constraint on the sustainability of economic growth. Sustainability cannot be achieved if basic eco-cultural functions are disturbed.
While the initial interest in global scarcity of resources led analysts to claim that there could be a problem of cultural resources depletion, more recently it has been generally thought that the cumulative impact of economic activity on the ecosystem could impair the economic process and human welfare long before resources are actually depleted. This alternative view is more pessimistic than the conventional one because it assumes that the eco-cultural scarcity constraint cannot be automatically overcome through continual technological innovations and substitution of resources. According to the laws of thermodynamics, technical progress cannot prevent additional use of cultural resources such as primary ones (creativity genius) and their conversion into waste. Does that mean therefore that the entropic nature of the economic system must inevitably lead to eco-cultural collapse? Since this 'strong' hypothesis is not empirically verifiable, the alternative approach is based on the 'weak' hypothesis whereby a potential absolute cultural resources constraint could lead to serious ecological collapse in an eco-cultural system in which overexploitation of resources and the creation of mis-consuming may result in uncontrolled cultural degradation 17 .
Figure 2 summarizes the links between the different variable in the following way: the economic system uses the flow of cultural resources r t to produce Y t output which is allocated for consumption c t , environmental improvement activity Mt and investment It; consumption increases the social welfare U t directly while arts improvement services keep better environmental quality A t and hence the creation of utility and productive services provided by the culture environment. Moreover M t contributes to partial recycling/restoring of a part of artistic stock at a rate p t produced by the economic system. This creates a flow p t ' of net consumption activity. Investment I t leads to temporal accumulation of capital K t -K t-1 which in turn stimulates further output expansion. Through production, consumption and savings the economic system gradually converts cultural resources for agents' welfare and profit. But resource extraction, r t , and the creation of restoring activity of arts, p t ' , must result in an increase of culture degradation, D t -D t-1 . Increased culture degradation in turn negatively affects stability and eco-cultural resilience. If total culture quality can be maintained above a minimum level A 0, then stability and eco-cultural resilience will remain unchanged. Anyway, before arriving at eco-cultural collapse, every increase in culture degradation inevitably lowers quality and hence has a negative impact on social welfare. At least in the short term there is an equilibrium of costs and benefits from growth in order to maximize utility over time, hence posing the question of relative scarcity of cultural (non renewable) resources as seen from the alternative viewpoint. It may happen that increasing cultural and arts degradation interrupts ecological functions permanently and hence sustainability of the whole economic process.
At a future date T, arts or cultural degradation may reach the maximum level at which stability and ecological resilience no longer hold (for which A T < T 0 ), so that social welfare decreases. This long run eco-cultural threat represents the absolute scarcity constraint pointed out before. The principle proposed by Pearce is that sustainable economic development implies maintenance of at least a certain level of original cultural resources. Perrings (1996) dwells on the problem of which environmental resources should be preserved. In fact it has been ascertained by now that there are limits to the possibilities of substitution, both between original (non reproducible) and reproducible cultural capital, and between different types of culture goods as overall cognitive ones. The problem is to determine the right combination of non reproducible cultural resources to allow the eco-culture-systems to work autonomously given a set of economic and artistic conditions. This means determining the stability of eco-cultural functions with regard to shocks in economic and cultural variables. Here conservation is seen in terms of the ecosystem's ability to provide this combination of original resources, which will differ from one eco-culturesystem to another. In any case what counts is the system's stability when it is subjected to shocks. Common and Perrings (1992) tried to combine the ecological concepts of stability with economic efficiency. 18 They conclude that economic sustainability and ecological resilience are not compatible among one another because maximization of sustainable utility using reproducible and natural capital does not maximize ecological resilience at the same time. Eco-cultural stability is a pre-requisite for achieving sustainability of the whole economic-eco-cultural system and that stability requires resilience from the eco-culture-system, i.e. the ability to survive external shocks 19 . If maintaining resilience assures eco-cultural sustainability, using Hartwick's rule to guarantee economic sustainability, the authors conclude that "while it is not necessary to sacrifice intertemporal efficiency... intertemporal price efficiency is not a necessary condition for ecocultural sustainability... and intertemporal efficiency cannot be coherent with eco-cultural sustainability."
When the economic system grows with respect to the surrounding culture environment the dynamics of the jointed system are increasingly discontinuous and non-linear. The changes that take place in cultural-artistic constraints, or in the artistic reproduction abilities, may bring about modifications affecting the entire economic-eco-culture system. These dynamics reflect the links between the two subsystems, so that the more the economic and eco-cultural systems are interdependent, the more changes in one subsystem will affect the other. Moreover the dynamics of the system are not necessarily continuous. Eco-cultural-systems are subject to sudden shocks modifying them more or less irreversibly. Similar models may be observed in economic systems: economic cycles follow stable interactive paths broken by extraordinary events (like wars and major economic restructuring) involving instability. As a consequence, jointed systems may react to shocks in different ways, according to the relative weight of the economy and the culture environment with respect to the system's equilibrium. A small shock may have catastrophic effects on the entire structure if it acts on the variables in an unstable system while a large-scale shock hitting the same variables may have no effect on the jointed system if there is local stability. It follows that culture ecology does not identify the existence and stability of equilibria, but the ability of a system (whatever its position with regard to the point of equilibrium) to absorb shocks without losing its stability: this ability is called resilience (Holling 1973) . In other words, the resilience of an eco-culture-system is connected to its ability to maintain its own autonomous organization without suffering irreversible changes brought on by a shock. Resilience depends on the initial values of the variables and is linked to turbulence on one or more of these variables.
Resilience, as defined by Holling, implicitly accepts the existence of multiple equilibrium and holds that eco-cultural systems are only locally stable. Perrings (1996) uses this definition of resilience to explain its relationship with an ecosystem's limits of local stability and its implications for sustainable economic development. This is defined by combining the conventional concept of sustainable growth with the need to conserve an ecosystem's resilience. Supposing that the two fundamental components of the jointed economic-eco-cultural system are represented by reproducible capital K and artistical (cultural) capital A, growth is sustainable if: Thus, as in the conventional approach, economic growth is represented only by growth of reproducible capital. Here it is supposed however that, while artistic capital can decrease due to exploitation for economic purposes within a finite time period, in the long run, the same artistic (cultural) capital must not decrease (Pearce (1988)) The interest is focused on the equilibrium of the jointed economic-artistic system which are locally stable. Figure 3 describes the codependence between the economic system and the eco-cultural one. The points (0, 0) and (0, A max ) represent general system collapse and economic system collapse respectively. E' represents a level of economic growth higher that the point E * . Both the equilibrium are sustainable because: However only E * is a stable equilibrium. It underlines a lower level of growth and therefore unstable equilibrium is preferable.
Resilience depends on both the initial state -independently of whether it is in equilibriumand the direction of the shock. If the initial state is out of equilibrium but within the limits of the system's local stability, it will return to the point of equilibrium E * . The more intense the maximum sustainable shock for reaching equilibrium E * , the greater the system's resilience, corresponding to the initial state, will be.
The stable equilibrium E * is sustainable and resilient with regard to shocks. Growth, through conversion of cultural (original-non reproducible) capital into reproducible capital, shifts the system away from equilibrium. At the E' point the system reaches an equilibrium with a higher level of growth. This again satisfies the condition of sustainability but it is unstable, that is not resilient. Therefore there is the usual trade-off between reproducible capital and cultural (original) capital, or between growth and stability of the economic-eco-cultural system. Good management of cultural resources in the process of development and relative sustainability depend on the awareness that improvements in welfare, obtained through greater productivity in transforming original (cultural) capital into reproducible capital, involves costs represented by loss of resilience in the overall system. The problem is once again that standard indicators, that is prices, do not show whether a system is approaching the critical threshold of resilience. Market prices are not adequate observatories of the natural elements in the system because the cultural environment are public goods (with high cognitive character) and the structure of property rights authorizes users to ignore the costs of their actions. But the fundamental question is that eco-cultural processes are neither observable nor controllable and their stability limits are unclear. In these circumstances the only thing that can be obtained with environment management is stabilization of the system on sustainable levels: according to Perrings, this is equivalent to protecting resilience 20 .
SOME NON CONCLUSIVE CONSIDERATIONS
The distinction between conventional and alternative approaches to the problem of sustainability and the relations between the economy and culture resources basically rests on the research method used. Conventional analysis deals with phenomena through models that only take account of simple part of the reality. The emphasis is placed on elements having an immediate value for individuals (use of resources as productive factors, the current level of pollution). Most of the literature deals with weak, or oversimplified, interactions between the economy and culture. In other words, conventional analyses have adapted the culture or arts variable, transforming it into an exogenous economic one meanwhile alternative approach shows the relevance both of endogenous variables and the integration between economic and culture variables.
The alternative approach clearly comes closer to an endogenous, integrated view of the economic and eco-cultural systems by widening the analysis to get a better understanding of the interdependencies between the systems. The methodology adopted (optimal control) introduces a non-economic variable such as the culture -and aesthetic sense making -into the analysis. Although there is a logical incongruity in this attempt, it shows that the traditional method is no longer adequate to resolve the problem of sustainable development. From merely adding culture variables to the analysis (constraints on growth), there has been a move toward a more precise description of the interrelations between economy and eco-culture-system, and hence the conditions assuring their stability (eco-culture-sustainability of economic activity). This means making the models considerably more complex. The existence of mutual feedback does not lead to general solutions but can allow simulations of specific cases to be carried out. Economic systems qualifies ecocultural models support description of the interactions between ecosystems and human activity as culture and arts, illustrating how man intervenes in eco-culture-systems and how various ecoculture-system configurations contribute to human wellbeing 21 .
20 Common and Perrings (1992) applied their analysis to the particular case of agricultural activity and stock-raising in sub-Saharan areas (Perrings 1993) . This simulation shows that equilibrium values for economic and environmental variables can be obtained only if the system's economic parameters lie within certain limits; beyond these limits the entire system collapses. The level of the discount rate must be within a certain range to make economic activity compatible with the ecosystem. In fact a discount rate which is too high or too low with respect to the system's productivity leads to unsustainable use of resources. This result contrasts with the conviction that a sufficiently low discount rate would assure sustainable use of natural resources. In reality a low discount rate stimulates higher investment and an increase in economic activity with even more harmful effects on the environment.
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The alternative analysis is suitable for studying the economic consequences of cultural degradation of an entire system whatever its size (local, regional, national, international or global). The alternative approach points out the effect of scarcity of resources in economic-cultural systems having different functions that are potentially threatened by ecological collapse. While traditional analysis concentrates on maintenance of stable levels of the stocks of resources, the alternative analysis concentrates on the ecosystem's ability to maintain its structural properties.
The relationship between human activity as tangible production and the culture or arts as intangible activities can be studied both from the purely economic viewpoint or better by integrating the economy with ec-culture-osystems. Analysis of economic-eco-cultural systems is based on the overall relationship between economic and ecological variables (of the culture). Due to the greater complexity of these models, traditional analysis is unable of managing the non-linear relationships describing the discontinuous behavior of economic-ecological-cultural systems 22 . Sustainable development looks toward the future because it tries to assure that future generations' welfare will be at least equivalent to that of present generations. Equity between generations is more important than efficiency in allocation of resources to ensure continuing welfare. This approach thus has a strong ethical connotation. There is a need for collective (or communities) , rather than individual behavior, to guarantee intergenerational equity. The degree of emphasis placed on future generations is also reflected by the role of the time discount rate. As we have seen, analysing sustainability from the point of view of intergenerational equity means abandoning the utilitarian technique of the time discount of future wellbeing.
To conclude, the debate on sustainability allows one to compare different ethical principles. Eco-culture economists claim that the emphasis must be placed on the system's needs, rather than individual ones. This implies an ethical judgment on the role and rights of individuals living today as regards survival of the system and future generations' welfare. Moreover, given that individual behavior is driven by egoistic motivations, supporters of sustainability examine how such behavior can be modified and how such modifications can be achieved. We shows the existence of an individualism non egoistic, connected with community projection and action in and by it.
Presuming that moral consent can be reached, many authors have shown that the objective of sustainability depends on quasi-technical factors such as the ability to replace original capital (non replaceable culture capital) with economic capital, or measurement of the culture's real "ecological" ability to sustain the negative impact of economic activity. The decision to preserve original culture resources and arts functions supporting the global system, depends on the costs and benefits of exploitation as opposed to conservation. These are not easy to determine, because there is little information on the working of economic-eco-cultural interdependencies, the non-economic nature of many cultural goods and the economic motives that hinder sustainable management of non renewable culture and arts resources. Private costs and benefits of culture-arts degradation are misleading because they significantly diverge from social costs and benefits. Thus, from the social viewpoint, decisions affecting the management of original culture-arts resources must be based on an appropriate economic and ecological analysis of culture resources values. It is particularly important to consider the opportunity cost of culture degradation in terms of future culture-arts value which will be lost, an aspect which market forces and inadequate policies do not take into precise consideration nor in suitable form.
